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ABBREVIATIONS

Standard abbreviations for names of organizations, ALA, ACRL, LC, etc., are alphabetized as if spelled out. Other abbreviations:

appt. — appointment
coll. (s) — college(s)
ed. — editor, edition
inst. — institute, institution
-C&RL News issues — C&RL News
port. — portrait
prof. — profile
rev. — review (er)
univ. — university

A

Abstracts, 340-44; 433—36
The academic library: essays in honor of Guy R. Lyle, Farber and Walling, eds., rev. of, 238
“Access policy guidelines,” ACRL, Board of Directors, n322-23
“Aquisition rates in university libraries,” Voigt, 263-71
Acquisitions, n8-9; n44; n76-77; n141-46; n184-85; n220; n244; n324; n352-54
Acquisitions (by institution): Archives of American Art, n76; California State Univ. Northridge, n284, n324; Claremont Coils, n244; Coll. of Charleston, n44; Columbia Univ., n141-42; Drew Univ., n77; Emory Univ., n353; Folger Library, n76, n142, n244 (correction); Georgetown Univ., n354; Iowa State Univ., n44; Lehigh Univ., n185; LC, n220, n284; McGregor Library, n185; Miami Univ., n284; New York Univ., n141; Princeton Univ., n8, n184-85; Smithsonian Inst., n184; Southwestern at Memphis, n352; Temple Univ., n76, n352; Texas A&M Univ., n44; Univ. of California, Berkeley, n146; Irving, n146; Los Angeles, n352; Univ. of Illinois, n185; Univ. of Missouri, n220, n244; Univ. of North Carolina, n8; Univ. of Notre Dame, n284; Univ. of Oregon, n8-9; Univ. of Puget Sound, n244; Univ. of Southern California, n141-42; n145-46; Univ. of Utah, n352; Univ. of Virginia, n184-85; n320; Univ. of Wyoming, n76; Wheaton Coll., n8, n354
Acquisitions (by subject, author, or title): American heritage school dictionary material, n354; Armstrong, Walter P., Jr., n352; Atiya collection of Arabic manuscripts, n352; Avery Brundage Collection, n185; Barnes, Harry E., n76; Bell, Alexander G., n220, n284; The book of hawking, hunting and heraldry, n8; Bronte, Lily Hart and The secret, n220; Carrol, Lewis, n141; Catesby, The natural history of Carolina . . . , n44; A commentary on the Pentateuch by Moses ben Nahman, n145-46; Cornell, Joseph, n76; Cutter Laboratories, 1897-1973, n352; Da Vinci, Trattato della pittura, n44; De Wolfe, Billy, n141-42; Dibner Library of the History of Science and Technology, n184; Faulkner, The maritonnets, n184-85; Fisher, De causa matrimonii . . . , n142; Forbes, John, Brig. Gen., n185; Frelinghuy sen, Peter H. B., Jr., Hon., n185; Gerard, Ralph W., n146; German politics and culture, n77; Graham, Billy, n8; Hanel, George F., n8; Harper Brothers, n142; Hartfort Seminary Foundation, n353; Hemingway, Ernest, n184; Hickey, Margaret, n244; Holinshed, Chronicles, n244; Howell, William D., n284; Keats, John, n184; Korean literature, n354; Lawrence, T. E., n244; Le doux, L’architecture considérée, n220; Milton, Areopagitica, n76; Moore, Brian, n284; Nevins, Allan, n324; Sandburg, Carl, n284; Science fiction, n44; Shirpjer, Clara, One woman’s role in Democratic Party politics, n352; Social service and civic agency records, n352; Seyer, Moses, n76; Tay lor, Paul S., California social scientist, n352; Teeters, Negley K., n76; Tennent, William J., Jr., Rev., n184; Vitruvius, De archi tectura, n142; Wiswesser line notation, n185; Wolman, Frederick E., n8-9; Young, Whitney M., n141; Yugoslavians manuscripts in microfilm, n284
Administration of government documents collections, Harleston and Stoffle, rev. of, 135-59
The administration of the college library, 4th ed., Lyle, rev. of, 327-28
Advances in librarianship, v.5, Voigt, ed., rev. of, 322-33
“Allocating the book budget: an economic model,” Gold, 397-402
“Allocating the book budget: equity and economic efficiency,” Kohut and Walker, 403-10
THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION SERVICE BULLETIN

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF 20TH CENTURY ECONOMICS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Unique among the major indexing services in the Social Sciences, PAIS offers selective coverage of the full spectrum of printed materials in its major fields of interest.

The fact that no type or format of publication is specifically excluded, results in the inclusion of English Language books, pamphlets, government publications (national, state, local and foreign), studies and reports by public and private institutions (including corporations), processed material, and, of course, a truly large selection of periodicals. Currently, PAIS indexes more than 1000 periodicals, as compared to 160 for Readers Guide, 262 for The Social Science Index, 260 for the Humanities Index, 156 for Business Periodicals Index, and 375 for the British Humanities Index. Many of the various types of publications indexed by PAIS include materials published in foreign countries which have been translated or otherwise made available in the English Language.

As for scope, the broad PAIS interpretation of “public affairs” over the years has proven increasingly important as more and more public problems cut across traditional disciplinary boundary lines. Such subjects as “energy” for instance, now fall under a variety of PAIS categories, including business and economics, politics and public administration, sociology, and even international relations. Subject searchers in the “energy” field would find this combination of full coverage in PAIS, but not in indexing services of more limited scope.

Selectivity criteria emphasize factual and statistical information, and still follow the philosophy of Charles Williamson, one of the PAIS founders who wrote in 1919 that “The PAIS is not, and should not attempt to be, a systematic index of a definite list of periodicals or other publications. It should aim to present only the best and most useful material, carefully selected from a wide range of sources, with a view to furnishing its subscribers, consisting mainly of general and special libraries, a guide in building up their collections and at the same time an index to their collections.”

NO PREVIOUS MULTI-ANNUAL SUBJECT CUMULATIONS Until now, PAIS has offered no cumulative coverages greater than one year. This has meant that in order to conduct exhaustive research on a topic, or even to locate a work whose date of publication was unknown, the reader has had to search year-to-year through large numbers of annual Bulletins.

COMPLETE RETROSPECTIVE SEARCHING IN ONE ALPHABET INSTEAD OF SIXTY This 60 year cumulative index, with its more than 1.2 million entries interfiled by subject into one alphabetical sequence, is contained in fifteen folio-size volumes, casebound to stand up under the heavy reference use they will receive.

The more widely used a particular reference tool, the greater the aggregate savings if and when non-productive search time can be cut down or eliminated. Therefore, considering the popularity and accepted reference use of the retrospective run of the PAIS Bulletin, the savings resulting from the availability of its Cumulative Subject Index should be substantial.

Also, of course, both the dollar savings and the gains in research efficiency are benefits which will repeat themselves year after year—and will continue long after the one-time cost of this Subject Index has been forgotten. Actually, at the pre-publication price of $1,075.00, the approximately 1.2 million interfiled subject entries are being offered at less than 90 cents per thousand.

THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF CUMULATIVE INDEXES LeRoy Schwarzkopf, the well known documents librarian, explained the cost effectiveness of cumulations of long runs of periodical indexes in his review of the Carrollton’s other 15 volume single-alphabet index, the 72 year Index to the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publications, 1900–1971. In his two-page review, which appeared in the 1975 edition of American Reference Book Annual, he concluded by stating that although the price of the set may seem expensive, “... when judged by its value in practical use, in time saved for librarians and other users of federal documents, and in the more exhaustive searches which it allows and encourages, the set is quite inexpensive and is considered to be an outstanding bargain.”
The most comprehensive English Language Index to the social sciences will now have a single source of subject access for its entire sixty year run...

THE CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX TO THE P.A.I.S. ANNUAL BULLETIN 1915-1974

By special arrangement with the Public Affairs Information Service, Carrollton Press is adding the vital factor of cumulative indexing to the recognized reference value and unparalleled coverage of the PAIS Bulletin.

The combination should result in one of the largest and most effective subject reference systems ever produced in the social sciences.

For libraries not already holding complete runs of the PAIS Annual Bulletin we also offer the quality facsimile volumes produced by the Kraus Reprint Company. These cover the years 1915-1965 and are available for immediate delivery either as a set or as single volumes.

Use this coupon to record your index order at pre-publication prices.


Please record our order for:

☐ The Cumulative Subject Index to the PAIS Annual Bulletins 1915-1974 in 15 volumes, casebound $1,075.00

☐ Facsimile reprint volumes of the PAIS Annual Bulletins, vols. 1-51 (1915-1965) produced by the Kraus Reprint Company, 52 volumes casebound (immediate delivery) $1,911.00

Individual volumes 1-48 @ $36.00 each; 49-51 @ $53.00 each.

☐ The Combined Reference Edition: The complete Kraus Reprint edition of the PAIS Bulletin plus the Cumulative index to the PAIS Annual Bulletins 1915-1974 (note savings of $126.00 on the combined purchase) $2,850.00

☐ Please send us your free brochure which describes the project in detail.

Name

Address

Deduct 5% if payment accompanies your order

Eastern Michigan University, Center of Educational Resources, "Faculty views on library instruction," videotapes available, n319; "Slide-tape library orientation program," n35.

Educating the library user, Luhans, ed., rev. of, 233–34.


Faculty views on library instruction, videotapes available, n319.


Fenichel, Carol ed. Changing approaches to the centralization/decentralization dilemma, 201–7.


"Faculty status for academic librarians: a history and policy statement," ACRL Committee on Academic Status, publication of, n319.

"Faculty views on library instruction," videotapes available, n319.


Fear of the world: censorship and sex, Oholier, rev. of, 240–41.

Fenichel, Carol ed. Changing patterns in information retrieval, rev. of, 333–34.

Fiedler, Bert, deceased, n26.

Folger Library correction, n214 (see n142).

Folmer, Fred, retired, n270.


Foreman, Lewis, Systematic bibliography, rev. of, 241–42.

"Former librarian nominated as Gulf director: oil on troubled waters?" n92.

Foskett, D. J. Classification and indexing in the social sciences, 2d ed., rev. of, 520–21.


"Friends of the library," Gwyn, McArthur and Furlow, 272–82.

"From economic to political analysis of library decision making," Raffel (C&RL News 35: 412–23), comment, 154; response, 154.

"From the chair of the presidency," Schure, 188–92.


Gibbons, Naylor and Beeler, rev. of, 240–41.

Giles, Louise, port. n237.

Givens, Johnnie, "Report to the ACRL membership from the Ad Hoc Committee to Revise the 1959 Standards for college libraries," n21–22.


Grants, n77–78, n108; n146–47, n186; n230–26, n244–47; n284–85, n329; n354–57.

Grants (by grantee): American Council of Learned Societies, n324; A. L. A., n222; AR. L., n245; Boston Theological Inst., n186; Case Western Reserve Univ., n285, n356; Eastern Michigan Univ., n77, n186; Iowa State Univ., n78; LC, National Serials Data Program, n284–85; Mills Coll., n77; Portland State Univ., n324; Society of American Archivists, n357; Stanford Univ., n108, n222; Temple Univ., Urban Archives Center, n226; Univ. of Chicago, n222; Univ. of Denver, n355; Univ. of Kentucky, n77; Univ. of Michigan, n220–22; Univ. of Pittsburgh, n147; Univ. of South Carolina, n354; Univ. of Southern California, n186.


Grieder, Ted, "Providing access to externally available learning resources programs," ACRL (C&RL News 33: 305–15), committee appointed to write quantitative standards for, n283.


Gwyn, Ann; McArthur, Anne; and Furlow, Karen, "Friends of the library," 272–82.


Hall, J., and Ayres, eds. Information services in university libraries, rev. of, 240.


Harding, Thomas S., retired, n270.


Harmon, Gary L., and Harmon, Susanna M., Scholar’s market: an international directory of periodicals publishing literary scholarship, rev. of, 238–39.

Harmon, Susanna M., and Harmon, Scholar’s market: an international directory of periodicals publishing literary scholarship, rev. of, 238–39.

Harrar, H. Joanne, prof. & port., n269.


Helfer, Joseph, appt. n170.


Helsson, John P., and James, Martin, Naylor, Beeler, and Grim, Measuring the quality of library service: a handbook, rev. of, 237–38.


Grunder, Henry, letter to the ed., 415; response, 415.


A guide to the Archives of Labor History and Urban Affairs, Wayne State University, Phib. comp. and ed., rev. of, 334–35.

"Guidelines for ACRL chapters," ACRL Board of Directors, n89–90.


Gwyn, Ann; McArthur, Anne; and Furlow, Karen, "Friends of the library," 272–82.
for academic library service, rev. of, 426-27

K

Kansas Library Association, College and University Libraries Section, endorsement, n78
Kaplan, Louis, "The literature of participation: from optimism to realism," 473-79
Karlson, Marjorie, rev. (Interlibrary loan policies directory), 429
Kay, Olga, retired, n92
Kemper, Robert E., rev. (Library operations research), 329-30
Kennedy, James R., Jr., Library research guide to religion and theology, rev. of, 162
Kenney, Louise, letter to the ed., n214; comment, n349
Kiewitt, Eva L., "A user study of a computer retrieval system," 458-63
Kilgour, Frederick G., rev. (Case studies in library computer systems), 79-80
Knightly, John J., "Library collections and academic curricula: quantitative relationships," 295-301
Koehler, Valentine J., Rev., O.S.B., deceased, n201
Kuhner, David, rev. (Using the chemical literature), 243-44

L

"LENDs: an approach to the centralization/decentralization dilemma," Greene, 201-7
Lard, Dwight R., "Myths and realities of university government," 97-105
Lard, W. David, rev. (Libraries and librarianship in the West), 75-76; response, 323-24; rejoinder, 324
Lancaster, F. Wilfrid, ed., Application of minicomputers to library and related problems, rev. of, 517-19
Lang, Jovian, Rev., rev. (New dimensions for academic library service), 426-27
Lawson, Vivien M., deceased, n201
Lee, Robert, and Wilkinson and Plate, "A matrix approach to position classification," 351-63
Lemen, Wilhelmina, retired, n310
Lentz, Robert T., retired, n270
Letters, 71-74; 153-54; 322-24; 415; 513; n214; n321; n349
Lewis, John D., deceased, n310
"Librarian named faculty senate president," Jones, Harold D., "Postwar university library buildings in West Germany," 283-94
Jones, John Bush, ed., Readings in descriptive bibliography, rev. of, 534-35
Josey, E. J., ed., New dimensions in library and library associations in the West: a brief history. Jackson, rev. of, 75-76; response, 323-24; rejoinder, 324
"Libraries, economics and information: recent trends in information science literature," Pratt, 33-37
"Library collections and academic curricula: quantitative relationships," Knightly, 295-301
"Library goals and library behavior," Burr, 27-32
Library impactor: a study of demand and supply, rev. of, 427-28
Library research guide to religion and theology, Kennedy, rev. of, 162
"Library services to educationally disadvantaged students," Shaughnessy, 443-48
Liebert, Herman W., Bibliography old & new, rev. of, 234-35
Lim, Huck Tee, and Nadarajah and Wijusurya, The barefoot librarian: library developments in Southeast Asia with special reference to Malaysia, rev. of, 516-17
Line, Maurice B., and Sandison, Alexander, "Practical interpretation of citation and library use studies," 162
"The literature of participation: from optimism to realism," Kaplan, 473-75
Local library cooperation, Wilson and Masterson, rev. of, 420-21
Lombardi, Mary, Brazilian serial documents: a selective and annotated guide, rev. of, 235-36
London, Laurence, retired, n270
Lowell, Howard P., letter to the ed., 322
Lubahn, John, Jr., ed., Educating the library user, rev. of, 233-34
Lucker, Jay K., prof. & port., n125-27
Luckett, George R., retired, n92
Lundy, Frank A., deceased, n311

M

"MALC's second decade: commitment to communication," Deale, 143-51
McAllister, Dorothy, retired, n231
McArthur, Anne, and Gwyr and Furlow, "Friends of the library," 272-82
Mac Carter, Beatrice, retired, n62
McCarthy, Cavan, Developing libraries in Brazil, rev. of, 422
McCoy, Ralph E., retired, n365
McKenna, John R., deceased, n365
Magrill, Rose Mary, and Carter and Bonk, Building library collections, 4th ed., rev. of, 82
Map librarianship: readings, Dzarniowski, comp., rev. of, 422-23
Marchant, Maurice P., "University libraries as economic systems," Marcum, Deanna Hudson, rev. (Annual review of information science and technology, v.9, 1974), 417-18
Mrasterson, W. A. J., and Wilson, Local library cooperation, rev. of, 420-21
Martín, Miles W., and Naylor, Beeler, Grim, Herling and James, Measuring the quality of library service: a handbook, rev. of, 237-38
“A matrix approach to position classification,” Wilkinson, Plate and Lee, 351-83
Maurice Falcom Tauer, a bibliobibliography, 1934-1973, Szigethy, rev. of, 331-32
Measuring the quality of library service: a handbook, Beeler, Grim, Herling, James, Martin and Naylor, rev. of, 237-38
News from the field, n 89-90; n44-54; n76-96; n109-13; n141-63; n184-97; n220-26; n244-60; n284-9; n324-37; n352-64
Newspapers in microform, correction, 69 (see C&RL 35:260)
Nonprint media in academic libraries, Grove, ed., rev. of, 430-31
O
Oaksford, Margaret J., rev. (Guide to library resources), 76-77
Oboler, Eli M., Fear of the word: censorship and sex, rev. of, 324-41; rev. (Problems in intellectual freedom and censorship), 77-78
Oboler placed a(nother) new library for Idaho State, n183
O'Keefe, Richard L., rev. (Advances in librarianship, v.5), 521-23
Other publications of interest to academic librarians, 83-84: 161-63; 245-49; 336-39; 431-33; 555-26
"Overdue policies: a comparison of alternatives," Basak, Tollier and Westerberg (C&RL 35:354-59), comments, 71-74; responses, 72-74
P
Palmer, Foster M., deceased, n62
Palmer, Richard Phillips, Case studies in library computer systems, rev. of, 78-80
Panofsky, Hans E., A philosophy of Africana, rev. of, 519-20
Parish, David W., State government reference publications: an annotated bibliography, rev. of, 159-60
Parker, Thomas F., "Models and methods: the tools of library networking," 480-86
People, n23 26; n61-82; n90-92; n125-29; n172-73; n201; n229-31; n269-71; n309-10; n338-39; n365
"Periodicals and the liberal arts college library," Stewart, 371-77
Petersen, Kenneth G., rev. (A guide to research in American library history, 2d ed.), 330-31
Pflug, Warner W., comp. and ed., A guide to the Archives of Labor History and Urban Affairs, Wayne State University, rev. of, 334-35
Plate, Kenneth N. and Lee and Wilkinson, "A matrix approach to position classification," 351-63
Policy statement on the M.L.S. degree, ACRL, Board of Directors, n69; comments, n214; n321; n349
"Postwar university library building in West Germany," Jones, 283-94
Powell, Benjamin E., retired, n510
Powell, Janice J., rev. (Library manpower), 427-28
Practical interpretation of citation and library use studies," Line and Sandison, 393-96
Pratt, Allan D., "Libraries, economics and information: recent trends in information science literature," 33-38
Preservation efforts in larger U.S. academic libraries," Walker, 39-44; comment, 322
Problems in developing academic library collections: Chad and Tanis, rev. of, 82-83
Problems in intellectual freedom and censorship, Anderson, rev. of, 77-78
“Professional associations and unions: future impact of today’s decisions,” Bibliarz, Carpenter, Kennedy, Ross and Weirather, 121-28
Proflowers, n23; n61; n90-91; n125-27; n172; n329; n326; n309; n338
“Providing access to externally available bibliographic data bases in an academic library,” Hock, 208-15
 Pryor, Lewis A., retired, n231
Publications, n16-20; n51-54; n85-88; n118-13; n181-63; n193-97; n213-20; n231-38; n257-37; n362-64
Publishing and book-selling, 3rd ed. Mumbey and Norris, rev. of, 75-76
Pullen, William R., deceased, n62
Q
Quiet world: a librarian’s crusade for destiny, Shores, rev. of, 517
R
Rader, Hannelore B., rev. (Reader instruction methods in academic libraries, 1973), 328-29
Rafael, Jeffrey A., “Economic to political analysis of library decision making” (C&RL 35:412-23), comment, 154; response, 154
Randall, David, deceased, n231
Reader in documents on international organizations, Stevens and Stevens, eds, rev. of, 180
Reader in library and information services, Reynolds and Daniel, eds., rev. of, 523-24
Reader instruction methods in academic libraries, 1973, Fox, rev. of, 328-29
Readings in descriptive bibliograpy, Jones, ed., rev., of, 234-35
Recent publications, 75-84: 157-63; 229-44; 317-76; 417-36; 515-26
Reeves, Pamela W., prof. & port., ed.
Retirements, n26; n62; n92; n129; n173; n231; n270-71; n310; n339; n365
Reynolds, Carroll F., deceased, n339
Reynolds, Michael M., and Daniel, Evelyn H., eds, Reader in library and information services, rev. of, 523-24
Richardson, Phyllis A., rev. (Average Falcon Tauer), 231-32
Rift, Leo R., letter to the ed., n321
Roberts, Anne, “Conference/Workshop on Bibliographic Instruction for Library Users,” n41-42; “New England Chapter of ACRL meets,” n1-6
Rothstein, Kenyon C., rev. (Systematic discography), 241-42
Ross, Johanna, and Weinerth, Bibliographer, 66-72
Rumble, Lucy K., retired, n270
Ryan, Mary J., rev. (Reader in documents on international organizations), 160

S
Sandison, Alexander, and Line, “Practical interpretation of citation and library use studies,” 278-89
Schad, Jasper G., and Tanis, Norman E., Problems in developing academic library collections, rev. of, 82-83
Schlicker, Charles, retired, n270
Schmidt, C. James, and Hanski, “An alternative model of a profession for librarians,” 175-87
Scholar’s market: an international directory of periodicals publishing literary scholarship, Harmon and Harmon, rev. of, 238-30
Scholberg, Henry, rev. (The barefoot librarian), 516-17
Schott, Alan Edward, rev. (Introduction to United States public documents), 331-32; comment, 513
Schroedl, Bernice W., retired, n129
Schur, Alexander, “From the chair of the presidency,” 188-99
“Selected reference books of 1973-74,” Sheehy, 61-69; correction, 69 (see CoRL 35: 250)
“Selected reference books of 1974-75,” Sheehy, 368-20
Sellers, David Youngs, deceased, n62
Shaping a library: William L. Clements as collector, Maxwell, rev. of, 232-33
Sharma, Ravindra N., “National catalog of Asian materials needed,” conference report, n345-46
Shaughnessy, Thomas W., “Library services to educationally disadvantaged students,” 443-48
Shepherd, Freemont (Giles), retired, n92
Shihlauer, Caroline, retired, n231
Shores, Louis, Quiet world: a librarian’s crusade for destiny, rev. of, 517

Shuford, Mary Opal, retired, n310
Shumaker, Earl, rev. (State government reference publications), 150-59
Simonds, Michael J., “Work attitudes and union membership,” 126-42
Simons, Wendell W., rev. (Slide libraries), 76
“A simulation of reserve book activities in a college library using GPSS/360,” Baumler and Baumler, 222-27
Simulation teaching of library administration, Zachtch, rev. of, 421
Skelly, Grant T., “Characteristics of collections added to American research libraries, 1940-1970: a preliminary investigation,” 52-60; comment, 415; response, 415
Slanger, Barbara, rev. (Improving access to library resources), 80-81
Slide libraries: a guide for academic institutions and museums, Irvine, rev. of, 76
“Slide-tape library orientation program,” Yearbook, 35:250-51
Smith, Frances Shaver, deceased, n62
Smith, Jessie Carney, “Special collections of black literature in the traditionally black college” (CoRL 35:225-35), comment, 71
Snapp, Elizabeth, rev. (Local library cooperation), 420-21
Spang, Lothar, “Collective bargaining and university librarians: Wayne State University,” 106-14
“Special collections of black literature in the traditionally black college,” Smith (CoRL 35:322-35), comment, 71
“Standards for college libraries,” ACRL, n277-79, n290-301
State government reference publications: an annotated bibliography, Paris, rev. of, 159-60
“Statement on faculty status of college and university librarians,” ACRL/AAC/AAUP (CoRL News 35:26), “Organizations endorsing the statement on faculty status,” n57; endorsement, n78
Stauffer, Dorothy H., retired, n129
Stevens, Helen C., and Stevens, eds., Reader in documents on international organizations, rev. of, 160
Stevens, Norman D., ed., Essays for Ralph Shaw, rev. of, 515-16
Stevens, Robert D., and Stevens, Helen C., eds., Reader in documents on international organizations, rev. of, 160
Stevenson, Gordon, rev. (Cataloging phonorecordings), 429-30
Stewart, Blair, “Periodicals and teaching of library administration,” 160
Stoffel, Carla J., and Harleyton, Administration of government documents collections, rev. of, 138-39
Strasbourg, Richard, rev. (A guide to the Archives of Labor History and Urban Affairs, Wayne State University), 334-38
Studies in library management, v.2, Holroyd, ed., rev. of, 335
Stueart, Robert D., prof. & port., rev. (State government reference publications, 150-59)
Suzuki, Yukihisa, and Tsuneishi and Buckman, eds., Issues in library administration, rev. of, 230-31
Tansil, Elizabeth, retired, n92
Tanis, Norman E., and Schad, Problems in developing academic library collections, rev. of, 82-83
Tarrver, Elizabeth, retired, n92
Theimer, William C., Jr., and Boyer, “The dilemma of nonprofessional personnel at reference desks in selected college and university libraries,” 193-200
Thomasen, Sara E., ed., CATV and its implication for libraries, rev. of, 418-30
Thompson, Donald E., Indiana authors and their books, 1917-1966, rev. of, 79
Thompson, Lawrence S., comp., The new Sabin, rev. of, 81-82
Thomson, Sarah Katherine, Interlibrary loan policies directory, rev. of, 429
Timberlake, Mary E., retired, n310
Tiry, Marie Helene, Sister, O.P., deceased, n62
Tisdell, Kenneth S., retired, n82
Tolliver, Don L., and Westerberg and Baaske, “Overdue policies: a comparison of alternatives” (CoRL 35:354-59), comments, 71-74; responses, 73-74
Tomko, Jean R., retired, n270-71
“Topic A,” Johnson, editorial, 95
Tsuneishi, Warren M.; Buckman, Thomas R.; and Suzuki, Yukihisa, eds., Issues in library administration, rev. of, 230-31
“Twenty-six CLR fellows will undertake varied projects in 1975-76 as members of Council’s seventh class,” n181-83
Tyler, Sara, retired, n339

U
Umberger, Margaret, rev. (Library research guide to religion and theology), 162
“Union or professional organization? A librarian’s dilemma,” Commerton, 120-35
Unification: the viewpoint of librarians, Guyton, rev. of, 428-39
“Universal gift form and instructions,” ACRL, Rate Books and Manuscripts Collection, Committee on Manuscripts Collections, n95-96
“University libraries as economic systems,” Marchant, 448-57
“University libraries in Pakistan,” Haider, 379-83
"The use and training of nonprofessional personnel at reference desks in selected college and university libraries," Boyer and Theimer, 193-200

"Use of the reference service in a large academic library," Balay and Andrew, 9-28; comment, 322-33; response, 323

"A user study of a computer retrieval system," Kiewitt, 458-63

Using the chemical literature: a practical guide, Woodburn, rev. of, 243-44

"Using the 'Guidelines': a study of the state-supported two-year college libraries in Ohio," Clark and Hirschman, 364-70

V

Van Jackson, Wallace, prof. & port., n61

Vesenyi, Paul E., An introduction to periodical bibliography, rev. of, 332-33

"Videocassettes available," n319


W

Wahba, Susanne Patterson, "Job satisfaction of librarians: a comparison between men and women," 45-51

Walker, Gay, "Preservation efforts in larger U.S. academic libraries," 39-44; comment, 322


Wallig, Ruth, and Farber, eds., The academic library: essays in honor of Guy R. Lyle, rev. of, 238

Walls, Esther J., prof. & port., n33

Weatherford, John W., rev. (Unionization), 428-29

Weeding library collections, Slote, rev. of, 424-25
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